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SYDNEY MORNING HERALD CONDEMNS
INDONESIA '"RAPE OF.' TIMOR" AND
WARNS "RESISTANCE IN EAST TIMOR IS FAR FROM OVER''*

The .influential .and conservative daily, the Sydney Morning Herald ou
July 1 ran an editorial entitled "The Rape of Timor". We reproduce this
editorial in full below, not because we agree with'all in it, but because
it is.a significant statement from an influential Estafolishment
newspaper in Australia.Our comments follow at the end :

SHE RAPE OF TIMOR

The Indonesian Government has formally accepted Timor's "petition" for
merger as Indonesia's 27th. province. Only tedious formalities remain
to complete the conquest — an Act of Parliament this month ,and a proclam
ation by President Soeharto, probably in his usual eve of Independence
Day speech oh August 16.

Some Governments, noting these final hypocrxsMes ,may well feel like
the father in the story once applied by Dean Acheson to a period in the
.State Department when principle and.expediency were in conflict. A couple
had a beautiful daughter and they lived close - by a large army camp.
When after months of worry, the mother tearfully told the father that their
girl was pregnant , his reply was "Thank God,that's over.". Some such-reaction
seems very possible in Canberra where, throughout this shameful emsode,
disapproval has vied with feelings of powerlessness and reluctance to
offend Indonesia,

The fate that has overtaken the 6^0,000 people of East Timor was not seduction
but rape. The inability or unwillingness of other countries to prvent this
rape,.after a quarter of a century of moralising against colonialism and about
self-determination,is a shameful comment on the efficacy of principle in
our world. The cynicism of Indonesia's attempts to give some smack of
virtue to the fait accompli imposed by its armed forces is almpst as
shocking as the crime itself. What could be more cynical that the so-called
J'act of free choice" performed in Dili on May 31 when anon-elected
''assembly" of 28 hand-picked nonentities approved the "petition" which
is the legal excuse for the merger ?

Why is Indonesia resorting to its crude subterfuge ? The probable reasons
shouid trouble those who hope that, with the deed done,we will be, allowed
to forget it. One must be that Jakarta knows that a free vote would have gone
against integration. Another .is that it needs quick legitimisation of its
coup because resistance in ^ast Timor is far from over ; its troops will
be needed and active there for months, perhaps years. A third is that it
wants to mend diplomatic fences• It has defied two Security Council
resolutions ; the May 31 sham was boycotted by,among others, the United
.States,-Russia and Japan as well as Australia and two of Indonesia's ASEAN
partners, Singapore and the Philippines. It has, in fact, by its: action
brought serious divisions to our region — this, without solving" the
problem it purported to be so concerned about, instability in East Timor,
with the possibility of communist infiltration and the encouragement of
revived secessionism in other Indonesian provinces which resent Javanese
rule. We may well have heard -nothing like the last of East Timor.
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COMMENT ON SYDNEY MORNING HERALD EDITORIAL

"THE RAPE.OF TIMOR" ..

The strong attack on Indonesian aggression in East Timor, and the
fears that "we may well have heard nothing like the end of East Timor"
expressed in the Sydney Morning Herald editorial of July 1, is doubly
significant*

First, it follows the furore that came after the leaking of the
secret transcript of 'Prime Miriister Fraser!s discussions with Chinese
•Prime Minister Hua, in which Fraser said there was a question mark
over t&ndonesia "because of the nature of the regime there." Eraser
denied the other reports that he said that Indonesia'gr.gov&r^mentt'.-'•
,was "ineffective" and subsequently said he had the "highest regard" for
President Suharto.

.Fraser- -has been curiously unwilling to make a. strong denial, of
his criticism of the Indonesian regime when pressed by journalists.
According to the^well-informed Canberra journalist , Bruce Juddery
.(Canberra Times,. June 30),; the Department of Foreign Affairs, dominated
by the "Indonesia Lobby" inside it, strongly disagreed with Fraser's
views on Indonesia„

On the other hand, Juddery says " Such doubts (about previous Foreign
Affairs policy on Indonesia) are not unique in Canberra,where I believe
they-are shared by many members of the intelligence community,Since the
war,after all,Indonesia has been one of the leabu ^Lctble nations in
South East Asia,subject to wars'of secession, demagoguery,attempted
coup and counter-coup. Its future is clouded enough,given the enormous
papulation pressures on its most populous island, Java. Its prosjects,
arguably, are not much enhanced by the nature of the regime which, in
the recent Pertamina affair , demonstrated.- itself capable of massive
maladministration as well as comparable corruption,"

In addition, Juddery makes a- comparison with America in Vietnam,.
where "Australia was led to "egg on the Americans to get themselves
bogged down in the morass of Vietnam".- Moreover, the encouragement given
by the Indonesia Lobby had resulted in "the ascendancy of the ^
more bellicose Indonesian generals," ^P

It has been an open secret for a long period, frequently reported by
CIET, that the intelligence services, J10 (Joint Intelligence Organisation)
and ASIS (Australian Secret Intelligence Service) and the Defence Depart
ment bureaucrats had been opposed to the dominant Foreign Affairs Depart
ment line on East Timor, for the reasons Juddery gives, plus a fear
that a long war in East Timor would precipitate a coup in Jakarta,with
possibly a more radical regime emerging,, Peter Hastings, JIO adviser
and Sydney Morning Herald correspondent on East Simor, warned of this
danger as long ago as ^ecember 197^ •'

The Sydney Morning Herald editorial is therefore very significant as
the signal of the unrepentant Defence Department and JIO -sector:of
the bureaucracy,, after the furore of the transcript leak? It is still
likely that, this element, of the bureaucracy still has the-ear of Fraser.
while the Foreign Affairs Department,suspect of-leaking the. transcript,
•is in Juddery's words "slipping, further in .the Departmental pecking ordc: "

But perhaps most important, is :the clear sigh that''this dominant sector
of the bureaucracy and 'government now realises'that Jakarta is bogged down
in a long guerrilla war, which can have incalcuable effect's in terms of a cou?TIS Archives, File 3A3 : Digitised by CHART
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232 Castlereagh St.,Sydney,NSW-2000 phone:26-1?Ol July h

TO ALL CIET AND AETAs

RE: VISIT OF FRETILIN REPRESENTATIVES

Itoque Rodrigues , DRET Ambassador to Mozambique and Ms. Adelina Tilman,
representative of the Popular Organisation of Timorese Women (OPMT) finally
last Friday received visas to visit Australia, . .

This means the government by the delay has effectively sabotaged their
tour of .Australia before the Winter Mobilisation dates. •••

We therefore propose the following as the itinerary of the two Fretilin
representatives, We know that they will leave Maputo on Tuesday (July ,6)
but are not sure when they .will arrive here : probably on July 8 ,9 or .10,

We have therefore assumed they will be here Friday.In fact, if they don'.t get
the Thursday Qantas flight from Mauritius they will not arrive to

the following Tuesday, as South African Airways we are told are not operating
(due to union bans — no tears lost over that !)

PROPOSED ITINERARY:

Friday July 9 : Sydney
Saturday July 10: Melbourne
Sunday July 11 : Melbourne
Monday July 12: Melbourne/Sydney
Tuesday July 13: Sydney .PLEASE SMD ANT
Wednesday July 14: Sydney ' COMPLAINTS OR AMENDMENTS
Thursday July 15: Sydney/Melbourne • " BY" PH0NE !M :
Friday July 16 : Melbourne/Adelaide
Saturday July 17 > M&kaftilau/ ^,1d/i- *
Sunday July 1§: Adelaide ,.'..*. . , .
Monday July 19 : Adelaide,/ :,lb :ur;h
Tuesday July 20: Ade^aude/Melbourne , ' ;•••
Wednesday July 21 : Melbourne
Thursday July 22 : Melbourne •-•".-
Friday July 23:. Melbourne/Canberra -.- » ,
Saturday July Zk: Canberra
Sunday July 25: Canberra
Monday July 26:Canberra '
Tuesday July 27: Canberra/Sydney
Wednesday July 28 : Sydney/Wollongong , ,
Thursday $uly 29 ? Wollongong /Sydney/Newcastle
Friday July 30: Newcastle ' •.-•••
Saturday July 31: Newcastle
Sunday August 1: Newcastle/Vi&madaifee
Monday August' 2: ': ArraMale/ Brisbane
Tuesday August 3= Brisbane
Wednesday August kz Brisbane
•Thursday August 5: Brisbane/Sydney • •
Friday August 6 : Sydney
Saturday August 7: Sydney
Sunday August 8: Sydney
Monday August 9: Sydne/Perth
Tuesday August 10:Perth

Wednesday August 11;Pertfer (leave for Maputo first flight after this date)
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CAMPAIGN FOR INDEPENDENT EAST TIMOR . . .

first floor, 232 CastlereagH -St.,Sydney,NSW-20ftO July 9

PRESS RELEASE

FHETILIN DELEGATION ARRIVES

FOR A MONTH-LONG TOUR

Fretilin representatives, Mr. ROQUE ROI)RIHUES;,:.Ambassador of the Democratic
Republic of East Timor to Mozambique, and'MS, ADELINA TILMAN, overseas
representative of the. tHopular Organisation of Timorese Women (OPMT), will
arrive at Sydney International Airport at, 12.35pm today,o.n flight QF6Vf.

They will speak in all States except Tasmania. On Thursday, July 15»
at ^pm , they will speak at the East Timor Winter Mobilisation Rally
at the Teachers Federation auditorium, 300 Sussex St/. They will also
speak in Melbourne, on Friday July 16, at 3.30pm, in City Square, and at City /«\
Square ,-Adelaide, on Saturday July 17i at 10am. ^"^

They will return to Sydney on Tuesday July 13, and again on August 5.

Speical interviews can be arranged at the airport press conference, or
on Saturday or Friday afternoon.Contact Denis Freney at 26-1701 (work)
or 827-3598 (home).

Flight times for their tour of Australia are as follows:

Sunday July 11: leave Sydney for Melbourne tTAA flight Vl1,8.30am ,arr. k 9-^0am

Tuesday July 13: leave Melbourne,TAA flight 588, 5pm,arrive Sydney 6.10pm

Thursday July 15: leave Sydney TAA ^53, 8.15pm, arrive Melbourne,9-30pm

Friday July 16: leave Melbourne TAA *fC,9.25pm,arrive Adelaide, 10.05pm

Tuesday July 20; leave Adelaide TAA 23,7ara,arrive Melbourne, 8.30am

Friday July 23: leave Melbourne TAA *f20, afcz4.20pm ,arrive Canberra 5.15pm Q|
Tuesday July 27: leave •Cfcabaraa TAA *f22,at 7ara,arrive Sydney 7.35am,then
by car to Wollongong.

Travel back to Sydney and then to Newcastle also by car,then to Armidale,
and Brisbane,possibly by car.

Thursday August 5: leave Brisbane TAA 575i .5pm, arrive Sydney 6.15ptn.

Final departure for Perth ,then Maputo not settled.

Mr. Rodrigues is a graduate in Psychology from lasbon University.Mb. Tilman
is a student at Maputo University, Mozambique. Both are resident in Mozambique.
Ms. Tilman was on the East Timor delegation to the United Nations in April
1976. Mr. Rodrigues has travelled widely in Africa on behalf of his government

Both have kept closely in touch with events in' East Timor through Mozambique
and monitoring of Radio Maubere and other broadcasts in Australia, in Darwin.

Mr. Rodrigues was also a member of an earlier Fretilin delegation to China,
Vietnam and North Korea.
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first floor, .232.Castlereagh St, , Sydney NSW -2000 July 3,19?6

PRESS RELEASE

FORTY INDONESIAN. SOLDIERS KILLED ,

IN FRETLIN GUERRILLA ATTACK ON BAUCAU:'
IMPORTANT SPEECH BY EAST TIMOR PRIME MINISTER

Forty Indonesian soldiers were killed last week iri a' Fretilin attack on

the second main-town of Baucau,' Radio Maubere,the national radio of
the Democratic Republic of East .Timors broadcasting' from inside the country
said on June 28. The broadcast was monitored by the Campaign for Independent
East Timor in Darwin.'Tapes are available from the above address.

Fierce fighting was continuing near Tutuala, a village on the eastern tip of
the islandr, Fretilin guerrillas were giving heroic resistance there,
Radio Maubere said,,-. - '

At Viqueque3 on the south coast, Indonesian heavy artillery was haelling
Fretilin positions near the town. Morale among Fretilin guerrillas was
high, Radio Maubere said. ' * ' •'

At Ermera, the puppwt Thomas Goncalves, a leader of- the traitorous •
APODETI1-was leading torture and barbarism against the captured civilian
populations. 9 in collaboration with the invaders« Radio Maubere devoted a
special section of its June 28 in tribute to the heroic resistance of
the people of Srmera.

Villagers from Maliana and Atabae had been taken by force to the border
village of Balibo on June 24 to "welcome" the Indonesian team "investigating11
whether the East Timorese people wanted integration, Radio Maubere'said.

A major part of the June 28 broadcast was taken up with a lengthy speech
by Nicolau. Lobato, Prime Minister, of .the democratic Republic of East'Timor,
In an'English language summary of his speech, the Radio Maubere announcer
said it was a "very revolutionary,speech? addressing the people, ..of East
Timor 3

"In the first part of the speech,the Prime Minister told the people of
the general situation in East Timor and of the'war in East Timor. The people
of East Timor have seen who is the enemy and why they are fighting for
national liberation and independence against the colonial fascists in Indonesia-

"fhe people are not only fighting with guns and rifles in hand, but they
are also politically aware of their struggle, of their revolution to get
rid of all forms of exploitation. The. people know they not only must fight
with guns, but they must also work and that it is also a cultural struggle.
They know they must fight to the last man, and in all aspects of the struggle-
under the leadership of the central committee of Fretilin and the revolutionary
government,against all their enemies. The people are on the irreversible
way to liberation and to defend national independence.

AH

"In the second part of his speech, the Prime Minister showed the serious ctioi
in Indonesia, and the deep contradictions between Suharto and the Indonesian
United Nations representative.

"The struggle in East Timor was not unique,the Prime Minister said. It was
following the example of people who have been liberated from all colonial
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domination,such as our brothers in Africa,who were under Portuguese domination
for many years and are now free and independent.

"Why ? Because they fought with guns and they also .fought with political and
internationalist consciousness,with support of peoples all over the world.

"Now in Indonesia there is a serious-crisis, the Prime Minister said. In
Borneo,Sumartra, Irian Jaya fierce fighting is going on because the brother
people of Indonesia are becoming aware of their poverty, and of Javanese
domination and exploitation over'them", so in the very near future they will
liberate themselves and the war will be greater in Indonesia.

"The last point of the message concerned the national situation in East
Timor and international solidarity East Timor gets from all people freed
from oppression and domination all over the world.' All people all over
the world freed from colonial domination are with Fretilin ,and so
Fretilin believes that they are not alone in this world and must give stiff ^m
fight. (The next section is translated from Portuguese.A full translation Wr
will be ready shortly.) •" '
"Political awareness is fundamental to military'victory as shown by the
struggle in Africa. The militarystruggle in Africa brought a crisis in
the metropolitan country in Portugal, and the same thing will happen in
Indonesia. Diplomatically, Indonesia is isolated and discredited .In
our struggle propaganda to the Indonesian people and soldiers is very
important.There is an economic, political and cultural crisis in Indonesia."

PRESS RELEASE

East Timor delegation to arrive
this week after long visa delay

A Fretilin delegation composed of Mr. Roqjte Rodrigues, Ambassador of the
Democratic Republic of East Timor to Mozambique, and Ms. Adelina Tilman,
representative of the Popular Organisation of Timorese Women (OPMT) will
arrive in Sydney later this week for a month-long speaking tour of Australia- (^%

They received visas for the visit last Friday, after a long delay by the
Australian government in granting the visas,'"and many protests from
trade unions and Labor parliamentarians. Protest demonstrations were
scheduled for last Thursday when Word came through that the visas had been
granted.

The delegation will visit all States except Tasmania, and will speak to
East Timor Winter Mobilisation demonstrations in Sydney.(July 15), Melbourne
(July 16) and. Adelaide (July 17),

They were originally scheduled to begin their speaking tour on June 23. The
delay has effectively sabotaged their tour as a build-up for the Mobilisation
demonstrations.
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first floor, 232 Castlereagh St.,Sydney NSW-2000 July 7

PRESS RELEASE

RADIO MAUBERE REPORTS OVER

100 INDONESIANS KILLED AND
TWO ATTACKS BEATEN BACK

Fretilin forces drove back two Indonesian attacks on the villages of
LALEIA ,on the road between Dili and Baucau, and FATO BERLIH on the south
coast, Radio Maubere said in a broadcast on June 30.

Radio Maubere is the national radio of East Timor, broadcasting from
inside East Timor, and monitored in Darwin by the Campaign for Independent

•East Timor. Tape recordings of the broadcast are available at the above addre;
on June 29

Fretilin forces/had driven back the attack on Laleia, which included
two tanks and an armoured troop carrier. The Indonesians retreated to
Vermasse,in the direction of Dili, under cover of naval bombardment.

Heavy fighting was taking place <&n the road to FATO BERLIU ,and an
Indonesian column had been prevented from proceeding.

In BAUCAU, between June 21 and 30, 29 Indonesian soldiers had been killed
in an attack on the town itself, An well as two Indonesian spies. In an
attack on Baucau international airport, Fretilin forces killed 38 Indonesians,
including one officer. Fretilin suffered two wounded.

3® Indonesian soldiers had been killed on June 25 at FATOBESSE, near
Ermera: .The town was under heavy bombardment by the Indonesians.

The Indonesians were also moving from Bobanaro to the town of ATSABE
Fretilin forces in LACAO reported. Atsabe is south of Ermera.

Jjli Indonesian forces had crossed the LOOS RIVER, between Atabae and
^r Maubara, Fretilin forces around Maubara reported.

On the road between BALIB0,on the border, and B0B0NAR0 , Indonesian
forces had indiscriminately killed women, children and some men,Radio
Maubere reported.

The intensive fighting, and heavy casualties reported in the June 30
broadcast shows that claims now appearing in the Indonesian press, that
the fighting is all over, are totally false,CIET secretary Denis Freney said.

It is significant, he said, that the Indonesians still did not control
Leleia, which is on the coastal road from Dili to Baucau, and that in
Baucau they had suffered heavy losses in the week the Indonesian delegation
was to have visited.
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(Translation)

THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF EAST TIMOR

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS '(AND INFORMATION

LETTER

TO THE PARLIAMENTS AND GOVERNMENTS OF ALL THE

COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD

The Central Committee of FRETILIN and the' Council of Ministers of the
Democratic Republic of East-Timor, on May^§jWj§ approved, during an
Extraordinary 'Session, a letter addressls^oaXf the Parliaments and
Governments of all the countries of the world, explaining the Actual
situation in the Democratic Republic of East Timor.

Permanent Representation of Fretilin in Maputo..

The letter reads :
******************************** ** *

LETTER

TO THE PARLIAMENTS AND GOVERNMENTS OF ALL COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD

1) Fierce fighting in the Democratic Republic of East Timor between the
Armed Forces of the Indonesian Government and the Armed Forces for. the
National Liberation of East Timor ;

ii) The Indonesian Government must withdraw immediately from the
territory of East Timor all its forces so that the East Timorese can work
in peace for the.National Reconstruction of their country.

*****

the/
The Central Committee of Fretilin and the Council of. Ministers of the Government of
democratic Republic of East Timor address themselves to the Parliaments and
Governments of all Countries in the World in order to inform them of
the genuine and real situation in the Democratic Republic of East Timor.

At the present time, the East Timorese people are living hourly in
suffering, bitterness and blood. On November 28, 1975, when FRETILIN,
the sole and legitimate representative of the people ,.;' proclaimed in
Dili the foundation of the Democratic Republic of East Timor, which has
already been recognised by several Governments, the East Timor saw their
independence consecrated, after about 500 years of criminal Portuguese
colonialism. After the proclamation of independence, the Democratic Republic
of East Timor joined with States, already constituted, and so dedicated
the East Timorese people to the cause of Neutrality, Non-Alignment,Peace
and Progress.

The proclamation of Independence was an heroic and courageous act by a people
who aspired to be free, sovereign and independent, notwithstanding the
retrograde forces of colonialism, neo-colonialism and Imperialism which
carried every manouvre to imppde this occurring.

From the moment the East Timorese people began to march decisively on
the road to their liberation,'Indonesia through the fascist and expansionist
Suharto regime, .attempted by all ways possible to influence and determine
the decolonisation that Portugal was carrying out. Thus, since the beginning
of decolonisation, Portugal compromised with the expansionism of the
military anfi ' fascist clique headed by Suharto, who itf.oknpower in 1965 in
a coup , murdering about one million unarmed and innocent Indonesian citizens
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and who maintains more than 100,000 political prisoners (TAPOLS) in
concentration camps.

A set of consecutive events took place',when Portugal still exercised
sovereignty during the decolonisation period :

a) THE MACAU SUMMIT held on June 25,1975 had no participation by FRETILIN
because FRETILIN cpnsid-ered it another manouvre , questioing the sacred
and unalienable, right of the East Timorese people to self-determination
and independence. Portugal had phosen to accept'the pressures of the
Indonesian Government concerning its expansionist aims ;

b) THE -.V.1 COUP ©F THE UDT (Timorese Democratic Union) on August 11,1975 •,
planned and supported by the Portuguese Government , was the major proof
of the Macau Summit's failure due to the absence of the sole leading and

motor force in the decolonisation process : FRETILIN. The' coup was
carried out two days after two leaders of UDT returned from Indonesia.
The goals was the physical elimination of all of the Fretilin leadership;

c) THE POLITICAL AND MILITARY CONTROL BY FRETILIN over the territory due to
the failure of the UDT coup, that followed a three week popular counter-
offensive • This is yet one more proof of tnts support among and
representativity of the people?

d) THE " DE FACTO" GOVERNMENT OF FRETILIN over the whole territory S
in the months of September, October and November 1975, because the
Portuguese Administration abandoned the territory and established its
headquarters on the small island of Atauro, about 20 miles from Dili.

In this period of FRETILIN "de facto" government , life returned to
normal, as was several times evidenced by the International Red Cross and
International press bodies, which had free access to any point in the
territory. In the same period, works of national reconstruction ;vere
profoundly implements in the fields of public health, production,
administration and education. Vaccination campaigns took place ; production,
distribution and consumption co-operatives were created, and dozens of anti- ^^
illiteracy schools were set up ;• • (Jgi

e) In SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 1975, Indonesia carried out the INVASION of East Timor
across the border, while the Portuguese•Government continued to refase
to negotiate with FRETILIN V FRETILIN-.Tstiitl recognised P0rtugal as the.
Administering Power and therefore as responsible for the moral and physical
integrity of the population and territory.

It was in these circumstances — the refusal of Portugal and the **
beginning of the invasion of East Timor — that FRETILINT interpreting
£he will of the people of East Timor, proclaimed the foundation of the
Democratic Republic of East "Timor on November 28, 1975» This was the
unique act of self-determination of the East Timorese People, who were
victims of a compromised decolonisation and were attacked by Indonesia.
For these reasons they put into practice the content of their watchword:
"Independencia ou Morte, Venceremos " (Independence or Death. We shall Win.)

Just after the proclamation of Independence, Indonesia invaded the capital
of the Democratic Republic of -East Timor, on December 7, -1975-

Since -that date , when the Armed Forces of the Indonesian Government
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a fullscale xnvasion by land,air and sea, the East Timorese people,under the
leadershxp of FRETILIN, have heroically resisted'the war of aggression and
extermination carried out by the'militarist, fascist and expansionist
Jakarta regime.

This unqualified act carried out'by Suharto and his'clique is an affront
that violates all the universal principles accepted and consecrated in
zhe United Nations Charter, in that of the Organisation of African Unity
and in that of the Non-Aligned Countries,while it is also an insult to
all the peoples all over the world, to the progressive, democratic and
peace-loving forces."

On December 19, 1975* the 30th. •Session of the United Nations General
Assembly voted .Resolution 3^8.5/75 .calling for the "withdrawal without
delay of all Indonesian forces" from the territory of East'Timor. On
April 22, 1976, in spite of all the manouvres of Indonesia ,which boycotted
and impeded the meeting between Mr. Winspeare Guicciardi, the Special
ibnvoy of the Secretary General, and the Fretilin central committee and the
government of the Democratic Republic of East Timor in-the liberated areas,
the United Nations Security Counc -1 approved resolution 389/76, calling
for the "withdrawal without further delay" of » all Indonesian forces" from
uhe territory of East Timor.

Notwithstanding its repudiation and condemnation by the international r .-
community,Indonesia, in clear transgression,disrespect and provocation,
is increasing daily its effective military strength.both in men and.
military equipment in the territory of the Democratic Republic of East
Timor Q

On the other hand, Indonesia is trying by all ways possible to LEGALISE its
expansionist and annexationist aims.. Thus, through the use of the
faked "Provisional Government" ,which is a puppet administration, Indonesia
will carry out on May 31, 1976 a so-called "Act of Free Choice",by which
it is trying to convince the international community that the East
Timorese people are in this way going to exercise their right to self-
determination, choosing to join the Republic of East Timor. The Government
of Indonesia wants to repeat what if did In 1969 in West Irian. At that
time, the UN representative, Ortiz Sanz ,sent to observe the so-called '
referendum, reported to the 2*fth. Session of the UN General Assembly,
expressing severe reservations concerning the way Indonesia guided the
so-called "Act of Free Choice".

Indeed, the .internal situation in the Democratic Republic of East Timor
is grave , and must be a cause for anxiety to the whole international
community. Very frequent 'bombardments occur daily. Disrespect for
human life is current practice. The violation of the basic rights
of Men, Women and Children-is a-fact. In the areas militarily occupied
by the Indonesian soldiers, the people are living under a regime of terror.
In the liberated areas —FRETILIN actually controls about 85 percent of the
territory — the fields of production and the health centres are daily
targets^for bombing by the Indonesian artillery and air force, which is
using biological weapojs, napalm and other weapons of massive destructive
power o

The Central Committee of FRETILIN and the Council of Ministers of the
Democratic Republic of East Timor, a sovereign ,free,independent,peaceful,
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neutral and non-aligned State, are deeply concerned by all these acts
of transgression and the provocative, attitudes of the Indonesian Government,

The East Timorese people, the Central Committee of FRETILIN and the Government
of the Democratic Republic of East Timor are aware of the justice of their
struggle and appeal to the Parliaments and.Governments of all Countries of
the World, to understand the war of resistance of the East Timorese people.

The East Timorese people, the FRETILIN Central Committee and the Government
of the Democratic Republic of East Timor are making every effort to force
bhe Indonesian Government to withdraw immediately arid without further delay
all its forces from the territory of the Democratic Republic of East Timor,
the only way to restore peace in the territory of East Timor, where a
bloodbath Is taking place.,.

The East Timorese people, the FRETILIN Central Committee and, the Government
of the Democratic Republic of East'Timor are confident that the Parliaments
and Governments of all countries of the world will hot remain motionless

before the atrocities, and barbarities committed by the Armed Forces of
the Indonesian Government against the East Timorese people and in face
of the falsities and slanders spread by the murderous Suharto clique.

The withdrawal of all forces of the Indonesian Government from East Timor

will allow the people of East Timor to live in peace and to

peacefully reconstruct their country.

EAST TIMOR. May 28, 1976

ON BEHALF OF FRETILIN CENTRAL COMMITTEE, ON BEHALF OF THE COUNCIL OF MINISTERS

Signed: ' Signed:

FRANCISCO XAVIER DO AMARAL

X^resident of FRETILIN

President of the Democratic

Republic of East Timor

*##**#******#*

NICOLAU DOS RE1S LOBATO

Vice-President of FRETILIN

Prime Ministwr of the Democratic

Republic of East Timor.

This Important document has been hurriedly produced to make it speedily
mailable to all movements and persons supporting the struggle of the East
Timorese people. It will be printed in proper form shortly.

Campaign for Independent East Timor,
first floor , 232 Castlereagh St.,Sydney,NSW.2000. July 11,1906
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CAMPAIGN FOR INDEPENDENT EAST TIMCR

first floor, 232 Castlereagh St/. Sydney NSW-200G July 18

TELECOM MESSAGES SPEAK OP INTENSIFIED FIGHTING •

IN EAST TIMOR

The following message was received by Telecom Darwin on Outpost Radio

on July 16 ,a'nd 'transmitted to the Campaign for Independent'East Timor:

"The Indonesian invaders are desperately creating new fronts in the

centre of the territory- intense fighting is going on in the villages

of S0IBADA-, BARIKE and LACLUBAR. Fretilin guerrillas are sist
resisting heroically and inflicting heavy casualties to the enemy infan

try , so they need to call. for the help 0 t- helicopters.

"In the Indonesian concentration camp in Ermer* village the captured

population are dying daily and an average number of three -a,nd four to

starvation , lack of treatments and lack of medical assistance.

"in the last three days fretilin guerrillas ambushed the enemy killing

THIRTEEN INDONESIAN SOLDIERS. In BAZARTETE ON JULY 10, 19^6, FRETILJN
GUERRILLAS MADE AN ASSAULT TO THE ENEMY POSITION ELIMINATING 21

Indonesian soldiers,, In OSSU on July 12, 1976, when the enemy tried to
RECAPTURE THE VILLAGE MET STRONG RESISTANCE FROM FRETILIN GUERRILLAS

WHO KILLED 3V INDONESIAN SOLDIERS AND WO.UNDED MANY OTHERS,FORCED
THE ENEMY TO RETREAT.

"In DILI ,the civilian population is not seen on the streets but only
THOUSANDS OF INDONESIAN SOLDIERS, STARVATION, ABUSES, RAPING,MAS3ACRES AND
BRUTALITIES ARE THE USUAL SEENES SEEN IN DILI AND MANY CHILDREN AND

BABIES ARE DYING, JAKARTA OfVEjRN-ME-NT |S DEFYING THE SECURITY COUNCIL

RES.OLUTVON AND INSULT lLNQ -TffE MEMB^E R 0 0 UNT R \ E S OF 'THE U, N, .BY IGNORING W H AW

HAS BEEN SAID AT THE U .N. MEETING OVER EAST TIMOR* THE PEOPLE OF

East Timor ( ?) .: w"

R GARDS,

- • • July, 16,.1.976- ".,;-•. •• -
..',-•-•; •• Alaric< George Fernan-des,-. • •

Minister for Information and National

, Security. -. ;• •;,

~—-.__...-..-;.-.__--__.-._--_____________________________________________,___-_-____»-___

Telecom message transmitted to CIET. July 14,-- 1976 •.--,.-•..-••

"I DO:NES lA ST JLL INCREASING MILITARY AGGRE9S Î -N A£AINS'T THE DEMOCRAT IC
£" RePubl i c .of. East T i mo-r. The Indones i.an invaders found themselves .impotent to

CONTROL THE TERRITORY A NO THE . PEOPLE. OF*. E A 3T„ ,Tj MO-R ARE TRYING 'TO. MOVE TO

ALLEVIATE THE CAPTURED POPULATION. SO THE. IN-D 0 NE S, IAN FlfR^ES- AR£ .SUBMITTING

THE CAPTURED POPULATION TO T0RTURE,MASSACRES ,ABUSEO-X, STARVATION AND

NO M'EDICAL' ASSISTANCL" IS GIVEN 'TO VhE. STCK ONES.
• , .;(."•-'•'. ''>-•-•'' '' f . ' ' ' , ," i : ,

"THE F.IGHTIUNG IS STIL.L .GOING ON \H ALL FRC.NTS AND THE; INDONESIAN FORCES
A;RE SUFFERING HEAVY,. LOSSES 'AND, THEIR-. MC-RALE- IS VERY' LOW. >; F RE Tv 1,1.1 N
GUERRILLAS HAVE KilLLED 195" l-NDQNES IAN; ;SCLDI:ERS (r? NO rM'E.N T-I-0»-: OF WHERE
or when ...CIET); » What they .have.:, just »gnqrzd»t"he people cf- East Timor
ARE; MORE AND MORE INDICATORS AND HAVE DECIDED TO FIGHT THE ENEMY OUT OF

THEIR COUNTRY • . .PBO W tS ING MANY THINGS SUCH AS FOOD vO _•! £ T HES HOWEVER THEY •

HA.RDLY' .D.O THAT AND' WHEN THEY .DO -THE^Y IMM,E D1ATE L Y, SEND \~T'. (iACX," .•

"DUR-lNGs THE. PAST MONTH LIN THE ARE A- OF LIQUICA AND ERMC.RA. , FRET- ILI N V.^.;!; ILU
GU^E-RrR.l LLAS HAVE. K 1,L L E.D 72. INrEM>,N. ES IAN SO L-D IER;-€f Afi'D CAPTURED AMM UN I: T 1!> N.

AND, UN IFO.Rf.iS. IN ;THE;B PER ICD, CF ,,1 ST .. ANO 11TH.. 0;F: CURRENT MONTH.r.r ;r

Independence or, death. Victory is Ce'rta.in. (
AlaricoFernandes,

Minister for Information and

'National Security, July 1*f.

NOTE; LACLUBAR and BAR IKE are south of Manatuto and south-east of'

Dili* Bazartete is slightly inland on the' north-west coast«Ermera
l.S- .SO-UTH-VyEST -OF ,Ql L..I-*-. -OS-SU-. I-S- -S.Q-U TH. -OF.- -BaUCAU • OH- THE-- RCA D•.TO- -V-I-0-UE-Q-UE-* ~

LlQUICA IS ON THE COAST, NORTH-WEST OF DI L I „
Notes in brackets are by CIET/ Messages repr'od uced as sent by Telecom.
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CAMPAIGN FOR.'INDEPENDENT EAST T..IMOR
f irs^^lo^^ 232,;Ca..stL:e^a-.ghi •S,t. i, ^ydne-^., ,-^SW-EOGOr vPwo n._.:a ;_6^170.1

<<Tr:.,••r-;:-/A ., ••;; Cr-i.v-.."1 *> :J.LB_-ir,^^^i

TELECOM MESSAGE REPORTS '

HEAVY 1NDONES IAN'- CaSUALTI ES':

v ,-<

The follow In'g;;^essage: wA.fe. .p-i cXEjrr up tby. Telecom Darwin on July 10,1976
antt- ^E-NT;;ro';-'rHT-;-CA"M,pA;l"GN''.F'o''R r'N'"Dft"p;VNl3'ENT"'_VsV'T"iM'o"R:"' :""

"Desp lTE:i Lndones La Vt-ron'gly^VntensJ f i ED' i'TS SP aKeful . m'i LITARY ". ,'. *' '" . .
Wg^R-E^sVon'' AGAINST- t"H E:r,P"E;6 Pll E"; 0>" _AS T''1~T MO' Rj'̂ " THE 'Frt TPl 1'n" "'gUERR ILL AS "^
ARE RESISTING HEROICALLY.. ANDJ ;[.N FL)CTInV'-.H- EAV*Y LOSSCS TOJHE . E'NEMyI .„•',' ",

",lN QUEL ICA I, .AFTER, TWO : W,EEKS OF FI ER'CE. / I GH-T ING , THE ENEMY (was)
.IMPOTENT TO .PROGRESS , TO THE VILLAGE -( AN.D ) H,A S RETREATED TO BAUCAU.
During the two weeks of fighting Fre.t,iljn guerrillas, .have killed
J09 Javanese soldiers a,no..wo.und.ed a h i g,h number, of th:em and also.have
cap turned some, aut.omat.i.a/rifles -: ..'Fretilin ,lost 36 heroic .guerrillas

"In FATU,BERLIU, heavy fighting is going.on in the surrounded areas
"•°'F1 ™-E V,|ILrL":AG^v;A'MD^FRHT'ir,L] 'H tfu ETi R;l LLA'̂ ' ' f'N ACT \ <:> N' ' ON ' THE; 3rd', AND'
8THV!i.J0|Fr ^HE -CUR'R^-Nr.vM^NTH HVVE i>C •] LLE V"<kj> J'A vVnIe¥e-[ S;0 LD'i ERS AN D: W0UWee.
man.yj:P^hersio^^Al.l^th-G' way •-fr^m",'.-B^TA'NO ^Tb'-W'j' BE-RL I'J"; th;e;-en'emy "wasj ' '' '""iC
•A-.M[B]USiH^E-D;1 ,:.JTN .K-E"l-J--Ai R*' V'EtR;7B Y~ >F*SlE T>h-T N -G-'U ERR l"L LTA S .• HAV I' M"G •" S UF:F E*R"E^D 66:DEATHS
•A-ND;\TW0:"M-&A:.VYi-6V V:E H:4 CLETT D'E-S- TiR~0-YE DV ;'1 N RE VE NG'Ey 'O^'THElR DISASTERS,"' :'' ^
THE; iND»ON-ETSJ-A-'Ni J NV"ADER"S"; ARE 'INCREAS') :NG•" M'A SSACR'E'S :!AND! TO'R'T U'R ES bvE'R" T'H'E'
CAPTURED .^fV-li'lAN P--0P ULATI0N ,AND F'U RTH ERM0RE THE 'CAPTURED POPULATION ARE
GETTING NO FOOD NEITHER5 MEDICAL ASSISTANCE WHAT SERIOUSLY AFFEOYING '
CHILDREN AND .BAB I.ES ". -THE JAVANESE" IMP'ERI AL I'ST 'HAS 'DUG DEEPLY ITS'"

OW,N- GRAVE: &Y •IN. VAD ING --E AST •T IM0R „ 'TH€ '-P E0 PLE "'0 F'" E'AS T •' T IM0R '

RATHER. D.IE-.'ON THEIR. FEET T'Ga'n' LI:VE 0N.T HE IR' KNETS a•T0 RES IST IS TO WIN

The vfCTORY is 'certain. Fight still on

Highest regards

Alar.ico George Fernandes, Minister for
Information and.National Security, .;

Democratic Repub.ljc of Ea::t Timor,

•'. , '. _' July 10, 1976,"
> "\

NOTE:1 gUELI'-CAl is south -east of Baucau, deep in the mountains. W*
FaTU BERLIU is north east of the southern port town of Betano.
Comments and additions in brackets are added by CIET,

TELECOL MESSAGE JULY 19" •

IJFirs't two lines' indistinct on telex but believe reads :"eleven months
have gone by sijmce indonesian military aggressi.on against democratic

Repub'lic.of Tast' Timor ") the: re/ds : "but so far the Indonesian, forces
are' 'completely impotent to'" control the terr .tory. also' indonesl'an party

ARE I'mpo'TENT' TO CONTROL. THIS WAR IN IRIAN JAYA,SuMARTR A, SOUTH MOLUCCAS, AND
'SO ON, BECAUSE' THE BROTHER PEOPLE •_ F THOSE COUNTRIES" ARF INTENSIFYING

THEIR FIGHTING' TO LIBERATE THEMSELVES FROM- TH,E COLONIAL-FASCIST REGIME

OF JAKARTA. IN EaS.T T'MOR, FIERCE FIGHTING !S GOING ON. iN SOIBADA,THE.-
EN'EMY IS C0NCENTRATIN1 TROOPS IN "H-E VI LLAGE. tiJ IS! THE LAST FOUR DAYS,FRETIL'iN
GUERRILLAS CARRIED OU" SEVERAL OPERATiON.S AGAINST THE ENEMY KILLING A

TOTAL NUMBER OF 87iNDONESiAN SOLDIERS AND WOUNDEC A FTNE NUMBER. FRETILIf^!
SUFFERED ON CASUALTY. 'N "7EMASSE , '.INTENSE FIGHTING 'S STILL GOING ON AND

THE ENEMY ARE BOMBING" HTUSES. D0WN,SACK|NG ' PROPERTY AND MASSACRING THE
CAPTURED POPULATION .. T H E INDONESIAN INVADERS ARE LARGELY USING PLANES AND

:- FLICOPTERS TO BOMBARD THE TERRITORY , SPECIALLV THE AREA OF BAUCAU,
Sobonaro, Sua 1, Lolotoe and Atsabe.To RESIST IS<- TC WIN and THE PEOPLE
of East Timor 'Will wiNi

Highest regarcs,

•..,'. Alar ico Geo.rgz; Fern/, ndes,
Minister.for Information* a-o National

Se.curity, East'-Timor, July 39,1976."
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